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OVERVIEW
This year’s Altus Group Global Property Development Trends Report examines the 
current challenges facing the global development industry and delivers insight into 
the key business imperatives required to build resilience in the ‘new normal.’ 

The global survey that formed the initial basis for this report asked development 
executives a variety of questions on how they were responding to industry market 
forces, their challenges and strategies to deal with them, their approach to using 
data and technology, and preparing for a potential downturn.

However, the initial survey was conducted during the early days of COVID-19, 
before the virus gained global traction and created a worldwide domino 
effect of market slowdowns and shutdowns. To provide an understanding of 
how developers are responding to the impacts of COVID-19 and the future 
implications of the pandemic on the development industry, we augmented the 
original survey with a series of in-depth interviews with senior development 
executives.

This report integrates the findings from both sets of research, providing a 
comprehensive view of what development firms can do to navigate challenges in 
today’s operating environment.

Read on for key findings, insights and strategies of industry leaders who are 
contending with the risks and opportunities delivered by the global shock of the 
pandemic.
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“In the end it’s always about managing risk and return. 
As the risks change, if the returns aren’t there, then we 
won’t proceed. And if the returns are there and they’re 
fair on a relative basis to other things we can do with our 
capital, then we will keep building.”  
Michael Turner, President - Oxford Properties
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Download the regional results here

KEY FINDINGS
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a catalyst for change in the development industry - accelerating trends, intensifying 
challenges and renewing the urgency for digital transformation and technology adoption.

Current market forces, combined with COVID-19, creating significant uncertainty

Development industry sees a mix of risk and opportunity in downturn but takes a ‘wait and see’ approach

• 60% of development executives said the global economic outlook has a major influence on development 
planning, highlighting the stress on the industry from the pandemic’s economic impact

• 67% said tenant/occupier expectations and preferences have a major influence on development planning. This 
is compounded by the role the pandemic is currently playing in the built environment

• 74% said public sector infrastructure investment has a major influence on development planning; this suggests 
that while short-term pandemic support is a priority in many regions around the world, future economic 
recovery plans stemming from new government investment in public infrastructure will continue to be a strong 
influencing factor in development planning

• 68% of development executives said that the risk of a cycle downturn has a significant impact on their 
decisions regarding new construction investments, with 57% viewing distressed asset acquisitions as more 
of a risk than an opportunity

• Meanwhile, 74% view acquisitions of non-distressed assets as an opportunity during a cycle downturn

• While 63% believe there is opportunity in asset repositioning during a downturn, 66% saw a change in 
asset/portfolio mix as a risk

Recognition that adoption of digital transformation and technology must be fast-tracked

• 52% of development executives are considering or planning to use digital transformation strategies to 
mitigate business risk, and 37% are already doing so 

• 56% are considering or planning to use data analytics to mitigate business challenges, and 28% are already 
doing so leveraging data analytics to mitigate business

• However, developers are facing significant challenges with data as 65% said their biggest impediment 
to collecting or using more data is subscription costs, followed by lack of normalized data formats 
(54%). Additionally, 39% said that manipulating or transforming data is a hindrance because it requires 
significant time and effort to manage

Pandemic intensifies top challenges facing development firms 

• 73% of development executives said project cost escalation is a significant challenge facing development 
firms, followed by environmental regulations (70%), government policies and processes (65%), and trade/
labour shortages (65%)

• COVID-19 has amplified existing challenges due to increased trade and labour shortages, physical distancing 
requirements on construction sites impacting productivity, construction site halts in certain regions, and the 
complexity of government policies and processes

Get deeper insight
Explore trends and outliers in our 

region-by-region results
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Replace with this: ·74% said public sector infrastructure investment has a major influence on development planning. While shorter-term pandemic support is a current priority in many regions around the world, this suggests future economic recovery plans stemming from new government investment in public infrastructure will continue to be a major factor in development planning.
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Markets where respondents are active

 14%

12%

10%
11%

7%

17%

 3%

 4%

 4%
6% 4%

3%

 31%

ABOUT THIS RESEARCH 
Results of a global quantitative survey and in-depth qualitative 
interviews with senior executives

Quantitative survey
In early 2020, leading international research firm IDC conducted a global quantitative survey for Altus Group. The research 
involved surveying 404 C-level and senior property development executives in both front and back office positions at 
property development firms, and owner operators and owner investors with property development divisions in North 
America, Europe, the Middle East, Asia Pacific and Latin America. All participating companies had a development pipeline 
equivalent to at least $200 million USD under development at the time of the survey. 

CEO, CFO 15%
President 13%
Sr. Vice President 10%
Vice President 15%
Managing Director 23%
Senior Director 14%
Director 10%

Development   39%
Finance   26%
Land   18%
Acquisitions   17%

Job function/department

Role

Company type

Owner Operator  
with develop-
ment division

36%

Property 
Development 

Company
46%

18%
Owner Investor with 

development division (e.g. 
Pension Fund, Private 

Equity, Asset Management)

Ownership 
Apartments

18%
Rental Apartments / 
Multi-Family
10%

Hospitality
6%

Government/
Institutional
1%

Industrial
18%

Retail
17%

Office/
Commercial

17%

Mixed-
Use 13%

Portfolio mix

Qualitative interviews
To gain greater perspective on COVID-19 
impacts and how industry sentiments may have 
shifted during the period following the January 
survey, IDC conducted in-depth interviews in 
July with the following senior executives from 
development firms around the globe.

Special thanks to our contributors for their 
participation and valuable insights.

Brazil 

Canada

UK

France

UAE

Germany

Colombia

Mexico

United States

 4%

Hong Kong 

Singapore

Thailand

Vietnam

Australia

Nigel Allsopp
Senior Director, Investment  
Strategy & Research 
Greystar (United Kingdom)

Geoffroy Bertrand 
Country Director   
Besix Red (Luxembourg)

Nigel Edgar
General Manager, Development 
NSW 
Frasers Australia (Australia)

Soo Hwa Ng 
Assistant Vice President  
CDL (Singapore)

Gurjit Singh 
Chief Executive Officer 
PropSherpa (United Arab Emirates)
(formerly Senior Vice President - Real 
Estate, Dubai World Trade Centre)

Jeff Thomas
Group Head, Development 
KingSett Capital (Canada)

Michael Turner 
President 
Oxford Properties (Canada)
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While the market forces that significantly influence development planning – infrastructure, tenant/occupier expectations 
and the global economic outlook - remain broadly the same as those prior to the pandemic, there is one new overriding 
force – a global health crisis. The novel coronavirus and ensuing pandemic have amplified every market force impacting 
development planning, and consequently, intensified the key challenges that stem from them. Decision-making now 
requires a notably higher level of due diligence and risk assessment. 

Rising costs – Project cost escalation has accelerated because of COVID-19 impacts on supply chains, cross-border trade, 
access to materials, labour availability and scheduling. 

Too much and too little government action – Uncertainty related to government action and inaction has amplified views 
both positively and negatively. While government has been integral to establishing a floor for economies, there are 
concerns about the various stimulus measures in place and uncertainty regarding what may happen when these measures 
end. Immigration and foreign investment are driving many development markets; if these are restricted or government 
policy doesn’t do enough to attract both of these post-pandemic, economic recovery will be impacted. While government 
processes (including development approvals) have also slowed in some markets because of COVID-19, this is less of 
a challenge at the moment because development firms are currently focused on completing projects that are already 
underway while new developments enter a holding pattern.

Shifting environmental concerns – Interestingly, the lens on what “environmental” means has shifted focus – the top 
priority and focus is human health and customer well-being, and sustainable real estate development is now seen as an 
opportunity.

COVID-19 
A new dominate market force intensifies key business challenges

How do regional views differ? Get the in-depth region-by-region survey results.

60%

Tenant/occupier 
expectations

Global economic 
outlook

Market forces that have the most influence on development planning

Public 
infrastructure

74%

Project cost 
escalation

Environmental 
regulations

Trades/labour 
shortages

Government policies 
& processes

73% 70% 65% 65%

67% 56%

Climate 
change

Top challenges facing development firms
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Nigel Allsopp, Greystar: “George Soros said his expertise 
as an investor is not necessarily knowing the rules of the 
game but knowing when the rules of the game change. So 
when you think about a category like multi-family you have 
to ask, how are long-run urbanization trends affected by 
the pandemic? Do people still have a strong preference for 
the city center or is it better to be in suburban locations? 

Or when we think about different product types like 
student housing, traditionally the number one factor you 
would look at would be the quality of the institution. Now, 
we have to focus more on the solvency of the institution 
and unit configuration.”

Jeff Thomas, Kingsett Capital: “We believe a lot of the 
trends that we’ve been tracking and investing in, are the 
same as they were before COVID. These are long-term 
trends that influence our strategic decisions. The things that 
have formed core themes for our strategy are still core. The 
impact of COVID on our planning, is that core themes which 
were already part of our strategy are likely to accelerate.”

Michael Turner, Oxford Properties: “Our assumptions 
have changed. But has decision-making changed? The 
framework by which we consider trade-offs and choices 
and think about risk and reward? Not principally as it 
relates to development. If changing assumptions and inputs 
pre-COVID, during COVID or post-COVID produce results 
in analysis that cause us to pause, we will. But all the key 
data inputs and trends underlying our decision-making are 
being accentuated under COVID, and they are giving us 
conviction in our prior aims.” Gurjit Singh, PropSherpa: “COVID-19 is certainly making 

many firms focus on CAPEX. Decision-making for CAPEX 
becomes refined and very granular. From a developer’s 
perspective, if you are still constructing, the CAPEX has 
been budgeted and allocated so those developments can 
continue, subject to analysis. Think of this simple example: 
if COVID has created a demand shock in your market and 
there is a complete halt in demand, why would you rush to 
complete something? Obviously, it’s more complicated than 
that and this is a huge analysis and decision point for any 
developer.”

Public infrastructure investment 
(e.g. transit hubs)

Tenant/occupier expectations  
and preferences

Global economic outlook

Climate change

Interest rates

Changing real estate 
occupation and use habits

Demographics  

Cross-border trade policy (e.g. tariffs)

Transportation technology 

Housing supply/shortages

74%

67%

60%

56%

51%

50%

46%

43%

38%

25%

How much influence do 
the following market 
forces have on your 
development planning?

on trends & 
decision-making

Executive 
insights...

Has a significant influence on development planning
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To what degree 
are the following 
issues posing a 
challenge for your 
organization?

73%

70%

65%

65%

61%

60%

54%

51%

44%

18%

17%

20%

18%

23%

21%

25%

24%

29%

9%

13%

15%

17%

16%

19%

21%

25%

27%

Project cost escalation

Environmental regulations

Trades/labour shortages (on site)

Government policies and 
processes 

Talent/skills gaps/shortages 
(in office)

Construction regulations

Land availability and cost

Access to debt and equity capital

Ability to secure financing

Significant challenge Somewhat of a challenge Little to no challenge

Soo Hwa Ng, CDL: “The key 
difference comes in the outlook. 
Who can currently forecast in an 
exact manner how this thing will 
go, which countries will go where, 
how things will be. That’s the 
trillion-dollar question. So what 
is the top factor? It’s uncertainty 
and how that affects visibility into 
the economic outlook.”

Michael Turner, Oxford Properties: 
“In a post-COVID world, certainly 
the biggest player in the overall 
economy is government. And I 
don’t just mean that in terms of 
economic support and the liquidity 
they’re providing markets through 
central banks. Governments are also 
responsible for immigration, social 
programs and policy, healthcare 
policy, implementing lockdowns and 
alleviating lockdowns. You cannot 
dispute the fact that government, in 
all of its forms, is by far the biggest 
actor in terms of the trajectory of 
the country and economy at the 
moment.” 

Nigel Edgar, Frasers: “At the 
beginning of the pandemic, it 
was just like re-entering the 
2008 Global Financial Crisis. 
Lots of uncertainty everywhere. 
I think we won’t really know 
what conditions are going to be 
like until government stimulus is 
removed. Even then, there will 
be a high degree of uncertainty 
and risk. For example, population 
growth is a key input but borders 
have been frozen, for all intents 
and purposes, to new immigrants, 
since about March. It’s hard to 
read what the balance of drivers 
affecting us in population growth 
and employment growth will be in 
12-24 months from now.”

Jeff Thomas, Kingsett Capital:  
“Government right now is the 
biggest challenge. Components 
of the processes in general 
policy development and 
development policy are stalled. 
Government resource constraints 
and technological constraints; 
government staff having to deal 
with so many things in addition to 
the usual. It’s just not moving as 
quickly as before COVID. You also 
need to consider where democratic 
input from the public is part of 
the development process. That 
can’t happen in the same way 
that it used to. It all contributes to 
government-related development 
processes moving a lot slower once 
you have to get them executed.” 

on economic outlook &  

role of government

30553
Sticky Note
The legend doesn't seem lined up (the "Significant challenge" one appears lower?
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Soo Hwa Ng, CDL: “Regardless of COVID, consideration for environmental factors 
is there. Especially now. The state of your immediate environment has become for 
lack of a better word, currency, right? So, that has become more evident. There are 
lots of simple technologies to improve occupants’ environment that a lot of vendors 
are now achieving delivery on. [Now] everything is about air quality and touchless 
technology. Not needing to touch anything from the time you enter the building.  
Facial recognition for your security systems when you go in. You don’t need to scan 
anything or touch anything to get to your office, to your desk. Air changing and air 
treatment certainly require a lot more engineering work due to COVID, but what 
about using technology like AI to measure air quality and control systems to make 
adjustments based on occupancy and use. Does air quality data become more 
valuable to make a building attractive, if you can have systems that use it to give 
better air quality? How sophisticated could those systems be developed?”

Jeff Thomas, Kingsett Capital: “A lot of things that are challenges also create 
opportunities. The customer wants more environmentally friendly development and I 
don’t think that’s a hindrance. If you can give a customer what they want, you’ll have 
that much better a building and presumably get more rent for it.” 

Nigel Edgar, Frasers: “Environmental impact is very important. We’re very supportive 
of the environment and we’re approaching zero carbon development targets. We 
don’t see environmental impact as being a material issue. We consider it a social 
responsibility, as do our customers.”

on environment

Gurjit Singh, PropSherpa: “In the context 
of COVID and how real estate delivery and 
construction are carried out, there are a lot 
of new rules and regulations imposed for 
the health and safety of the human being, 
and I stress health and safety as the first 
and foremost priority. So, in complying 
with new regulations of how construction 
workers will actually come to the site and 
work it increases costs in terms of both 
time and money. For example, if a person is 
found to be positive with COVID, anybody 
who has been with them will have to be 
grounded for two weeks, which reduces 
the on-site labour pool and requires time 
before you can replace that labour.”

Michael Turner, Oxford Properties: “Costs 
are being exacerbated even further now 
because of COVID. There are labour 
shortages and productivity impacts. We’re 
seeing examples of productivity decline in 
high-rise mostly attributed to vertical lift 
because of staging and physical distancing 
requirements for the employees on site. 
Once space is enclosed physical distancing 
requirements exacerbate productivity 
decline regardless of the environment being 
high-rise or lower mid-rise.”

Jeff Thomas, KingSett Capital: “Cost 
escalations are a huge problem. Trades 
and labour shortages are the same issue, 
really, just adding to escalating costs due 
to COVID. Post-COVID we’ll probably see 
significant government investment and 
infrastructure development to get the 
economy moving out of a recessionary 
period. These projects, especially the 
shovel-ready ones, will put further 
demand on the labour pool which makes 
it important for government to better 
anticipate demand for trades and labour 
and be involved in a greater way to 
encourage new additions to the workforce, 
whether through training or immigration.” 

Reduce taxes or 
development charges

Partner with private 
developers

Expedite approvals/reduce 
regulations

Support new or more 
innovative development

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Implement blanket 
rezoning 
 
Invest in new public 
infrastructure

Release more land

What is the most 
important thing 
governments can do to 
encourage and attract real 
estate development 
investment? 

on cost  
escalation
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SOLVING THE DATA DILEMMA 
The renewed urgency for digital transformation

Digital transformation and data strategies that enable developers to tackle their biggest challenges and gain a competitive 
advantage is gathering momentum.

Accurate, timely information is a potent tool for enhancing productivity, supporting critical decisions and avoiding 
costly errors. While the pandemic hasn’t changed the type of information required, the growing dilemma is the degree 
of inefficiency there is in gathering and manipulating information to make it useful - at a time when it is imperative to 
transform and interpret data quickly to manage project costs, build financial models and run frequent scenario analyses. 
Data and platforms now need to be cloud-based to enable better collaboration and efficiency. 
Not unlike other industries, COVID-19 has also impacted traditional ways that information and business ideas are 
exchanged such as conferences, boardrooms, coffee shops and restaurant tables.  
With most face-to-face meetings and conversations now occurring through a computer screen, it’s creating a new dynamic 
for collaboration, relationships and building trust. 

To what degree is your organization 
using the following strategies to 
mitigate your business challenges? 

Exit market

Changes in building design

Increase or changes to 
financing strategies

Market expansion 
(regional, national, international)

Sustainable development (green)

Redevelopment/
intensification of assets

Adoption of advanced 
construction technologies (onsite)

Change in project mix/investment 
(asset type)

Divesting of assets

Digital transformation  
(back office/site)

Training/upskilling staff

Leveraging data analytics 16%

9%

11%

24%

14%

9%

21%

8%

5%

11% 6%

42%

42%

48%

48%

49%

50%

51%

52%

53%

56% 28%

53%

44%

31%

42%

36%

25%

37%

38%

38% 20%

37% 60%3%

83%
Not considering Considering or planning to use Already using

Data related strategies and upskilling have highest  
consideration to mitigate business challenges

Which of the following 
data activities requires 
the most effort and/or 
time to manage? 

39%
Manipulating 

or transforming 
data

Validating or 
checking internal 

data

30%
Distributing/managing 

data between 
applications or internally

Searching for 
data

19% 12%

30553
Cross-Out

30553
Inserted Text
- at conferences and coffee shops, and across boardroom and restaurant tables.
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Michael Turner, Oxford Properties:  “Our best data is actually enabled 
through technology. We are moving key capabilities across asset 
management, tools in leasing, budgeting, in marketing, development, 
and valuations and so forth to cloud-based applications which feeds 
data and insights that we can aggregate because of our scale. We have 
dozens of work processes that are already digitized, and we’re moving 
as many of them to the cloud as we can. 

Jeff Thomas, KingSett Capital: “A huge challenge is getting the data 
together and putting it in the right format and systems.  That’s a 
huge endeavor in its own.  We have spent a lot of time and energy 
thinking about leveraging data analytics, training and upscaling staff 
to deal with data, and digital transforma tion of processes continue 
to be a focus for us. It allows us to get good real-time data on what’s 
happening on the ground which is great.”

Gurjit Singh, PropSherpa: “I would like to think that 
anyone who has been in this business for a long time 
understands everything is data-driven. Everything is 
from data, and everything is done on a financial analysis 
basis. Therefore data, or I should say the digitized way 
of using technology to do financial analysis is significant 
for any development firm. Not just a digital front end on 
manual processes; true digital processes.”

Soo Hwa Ng, CDL: “Data analytics and digital 
transformation of business processes are inevitable. 
There’s a reason why share prices of Microsoft and 
Amazon [Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS are major 
cloud computing providers] have shot up in the last six 
months. The question is how valuable are the analytics 
you are performing, where will new sources of data for 
analytics be generated, and what kinds of data could be 
more valuable because of COVID.” 

What are the biggest impediments to your 
company collecting or using more data to drive 
decision-making in the development process?

65%

54%

51%

47%

45%

34%

3%

Subscription/acquisition costs of 
accessing relevant data

Lack of normalized 
formats of data

Lack of internal expertise/
capability

Issues around veracity 
or accuracy of data

Lack of appetite from the  
company to invest in the  

required technology
Lack of tools to assist with data 

capture & analysis

No impediments - we are already 
implementing data-driven 

decision making

Soo Hwa Ng, CDL : “The information gathering process has 
evolved. General information is more readily available, but 
the opportunities to obtain specialty information are not so 
available. Information from personal relationships is further 
out of reach. At conferences, you will go down the list of say 
300 people and see who you know and pick them out in your 
mind hoping you’ll bump into them and you say, ‘Hey.  How 
are things?’ And, ‘Yeah, I have half an hour, let’s catch up.’  
And in that half an hour that we have coffee we find certain 
things out, which is a value that unfortunately now cannot be 
easily executed. So that has changed. A lot of people will say 
that arguably they are more productive now, but things are 
different when it’s done in person, right?”  

Geoffroy Bertrand, Besix Red: “When you are able to meet 
face-to-face it is much easier to get agreement. Now it is 
more difficult to convince all the people on the cameras 
instead of around the table. So we are obliged to give them 
more information, more reports, more studies to convince 
them.  In this way for us, I will say communication is more 
difficult because of technology. But this is 50/50 because 
technology like our management application provides 
us with remote management capability between all the 
different people in our company so the technology gives us 
significantly more flexibility.”

Jeff Thomas, KingSett Capital:  “Today’s most important priority is 
paying attention to, listening to, and working with our tenants. Our 
customers are having a tough time right now. We’re being proactive 
about communicating with people, but whenever something is 
big and you’ve got to talk about it, you do it face-to-face. Because 
that’s how you build trust in relationships. But, most things are 
online now, which is not ideal, but it is what it is.”   
 

on the human factor - and what 
digital and technology can’t replace

on digital 
transformation 
and the importance of 
leveraging data

Get deeper insight. 
How is your region dealing with data challenges?

Download the regional results here

Executive 
insights...
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Geospacial  
technology (GIS)

Not using / not under 
consideration

Considering Planning to 
adopt

Already 
implementing

Smart buildings (loT)

Pre-fabrication

Virtual reality

Drones

Buidling Information 
Modeling (BIM)

Process automation

Connected job sites

Construction  
site robotics

3D printing

5G wireless

35%

26%

29%

32%

35%

36%

30%

32%

32%

3%

7%

31% 40% 19%10%

23% 38% 34%5%

22% 36% 34%8%

22% 36% 31%11%

29% 36% 31%4%

36% 32% 31%1%

29% 30% 34%7%

53% 26% 5%16%

The survey asked development executives about technologies that 
relate to construction methods, and technologies that become part of, 
or a feature of buildings themselves. The findings revealed a significant 
percentage of major property developers have already adopted, or are 
considering to adopt these technologies over the next few years. The 
feedback from the follow-up executive interviews indicates the rate 
of adoption may be accelerated by ongoing pandemic considerations 
around labour shortages and efficiency, as well as end-product design 
and function. With continuing uncertainty in the global economy, 
technologies that help deliver site-level operational efficiencies, as well 
as those that generate data that can be used in operational decisions or 
to help address market demand for COVID-derived human environment 
needs, may be more widely considered for implementation.  

THE PROPTECH TSUNAMI 
The wave of adoption accelerates

Planning 
to adopt

Considering

Rate of adoption, 
broken down by 
technology

Which of the following development related technologies has your 
organization adopted, or intends to adopt in your building design, 
planning, construction and/or business processes in the next 2-3 years?

Implementing

10%

30%

Not using / 
considering

50%

0%

Which of the following 
construction and site 
management issues pose the 
biggest business risk?

 Securing development approvals

Site productivity/scheduling

Lack of technology adoption 

Surety of end product  
[quality in construction] 

Improper site restrictions

Worksite injuries

1
2
3
4
5
6

3%
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on the pace of 
tech adoption in 
the development sector

Gurjit Singh, PropSherpa:  “The real 
estate industry is one where adoption 
of digitalization and technology is 
extremely slow, especially at the 
construction site. Contractors who 
are delivering construction on site 
need to move away from the high 
dependence on labour, and start 
looking at more industrialized, as well 
as robitized systems of construction. 
Whether or not this will happen 
in our lifetime remains to be seen. 
But I think COVID will be both an 
accelerator and a great leveler at the 
same time.”

Michael Turner, Oxford Properties: 
“COVID has been an equalizer in 
forcing everybody, whether you’re a 
technologist or you’re uncomfortable 
with technology, to use it. A great 
leveler in terms of upscaling the whole 
organization and helping to change 
perception and culture. Ironically, we’ve 
been investing more for longer at the 
site level in business processes. The 
goal is to help man age costs and add 
visibility through more components of 
the supply chain. We have been able to 
achieve one source of truth for change 
orders, completions, and so on and 
so forth. The savings are material and 
meaningful.” 

Soo Hwa Ng, CDL: “Smart building 
has been around for more than ten 
years and this whole situation just 
accelerates it and pushes it to new 
areas.  All new buildings coming up, 
these technologies will be expected.  
It will be a new norm. A lot of the 
premium will be generated from the 
inner bits, the finer details of systems 
and controls. It’s a matter of which 
technologies within smart buildings 
are a hit two or three years from now.”  

Geoffroy Bertrand, Besix Red: “Today 
people clearly want to implement more 
and more efficient technologies in a 
digital context. Using the evolution of 
BIM as an example,  the ability to look 
at a building from an active, digitized 
point of view drives efficiencies. You 
can manage the conception of the 
building, the future work site and so 
on, but also incorporate the aspect of 
commercialization of the building. For 
example, if an investment company 
buys the building, you can provide a 
3-D model for them to manage the 
active building which is extremely 
important.  So technology like BIM is 
a good example of something that is 
really influencing the market.”   

Nigel Allsopp, Greystar: “I went to 
a site where we’re developing over 
1,000 units with a build time of just 
over a year. That was only made 
possible because all of the units were 
modular. Where I stood, they had 
an inventory of parts of the building, 
which they would just bolt together. 
As soon as one bit was bolted on an 
order would go to the factory, which 
was five miles down the road. Then 
the next bit would be ordered ‘just 
in time’ and that would be on-site 
that same afternoon. All that is only 
possible through technology.”

57%

51%

47%

28%

39%

52%

47%

39%

45%

35%

51%

28%

41%

28%

49%

32%

28%

40%

40%

52%

49%

37%

43%

29%

50%

40%

50%

39%

35%

55%

22%

44%

27%

Geographical technology (GIS)

Smart buildings (loT)

Pre-fabrication

Virtual reality

Drones

Buidling Information Modeling 
(BIM)

Process automation

Connected job sites

Construction site robotics

3D printing

5G wireless

Of the technologies not being used 
or considered, why?

Not sure of the ROI or if it’s 
cost effective for us

Don’t believe the technology is proven Lack of leadership buy-in

Executive 
insights...

(multiple answers allowed)
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When asked in early 2020 about strategic investments and decision-making in a downturn, a significant majority of ex-
ecutive respondents saw opportunities – not risks – in acquisitions, asset repositioning and joint ventures. By mid-year, 
the follow-up interviews revealed that the desire to make acquisitions hasn’t changed, but macro uncertainty due to the 
pandemic has resulted in “lots of dry powder,” or cash reserves, waiting on the sidelines. Developers expressed surprise that 
significant distressed asset opportunities have not yet emerged. They are focusing on continuously evaluating conditions, 
being prepared – and waiting attentively for more opportunities to emerge.

WEIGHING RISK VS OPPORTUNITY IN A DOWNTURN

saw acquisitions as 
an opportunity

66%

63%

saw opportunity in 
joint ventures

saw opportunity in 
asset repositioning

74%

57%

saw distressed asset 
acquisitions as a risk

saw a change in asset/
portfolio mix as a risk 

66%

In a cycle downturn, which 
of the following areas do you 
see opportunity or risk in?

To what extent is the risk of a cycle downturn currently 
affecting your decisions with respect to:

49%

52%

56%

61%

31%

32%

27%

22%

20%

16%

17%

17%

Geographic or market concentration

Type of asset class

Performing extra due diligence

Shifting new investments 
from equity to debt

64%

64%

68%

18%

22%

24%

18%

14%

8%

Market expansion
 (regional/national/international)

Choice of investment partners

New construction investments

Some impactSignificant impact Little to no impact

Geoffroy Bertrand, Besix Red: “It depends on the 
evolution of COVID because if we have a second 
wave it’s likely many people will stay quiet, stay 
calm and wait things out. The biggest risk is 
uncertainty with the first question always being is 
the risk as big as before or not?” 

Gurjit Singh, PropSherpa: “If it was a real estate 
fund and they have dry powder, the appetite 
would be to go out and acquire assets which are 
on the cheap with great valuations attached. So 
the priorities for developers are different. Maybe 
someone is land banking and goes out there 
and acquires land on the cheap because a lot of 
owners are trying to sell because of the stress 
test for example.”

Soo Hwa Ng, CDL: “When things are all good…
when the capital market is all fluid, everyone says 
acquisitions, but then when it turns slow… and I’m 
not trying to be offensive but who are the ones that 
really mean it when they say acquisitions are the top 
priority when things turn slow? Or who really has 
the sort of gunpowder and the appetite to go out 
and make acquisitions? Right now, repositioning is 
definitely a point of analysis, because that’s where 
we can relook at some of our assets, if they are being 
maximized, and how can we better do what we are 
doing. We look at what we have and if we should 
restrategize the initial hypothesis behind them.” 

Nigel Edgar, Frasers: “It’s far too early to tell, but 
there’s always a flight-to-quality and consequently 
a flight-to-developers that people can trust. 
Customers want to make sure they’re ordering and 
purchasing from high quality, reliable developers 
who will be there and, deliver on time and on 
quality. I think that’s probably the most obvious 
thing in the short-term. The big thing for buyers will 
be a developer who will deliver.”

Jeff Thomas, KingSett Capital: “We’re 
definitely active. We definitely have been 
making acquisitions. We definitely are making 
dispositions. Certainly we’re always looking at 
the opportunities and the risks that present 
themselves, in any environment. And, right now, 
it’s no different. I think that when you’re in down 
market, you have to be open and ready to explore 
new opportunities. So we’re evaluating all of 
those things.”

on risk appetite for 
acquisitions
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
More uncertainty lies ahead and there is one clear path through – 
accelerate transformation to build resilience

Ability to adapt and respond to 
market forces

Aligning of data strategies with 
business goals

Upscaling with technologies that 
have transformative power

Accurate and timely information 
is critical for identifying and 
solving problems, capitalizing 
on opportunities, and ensuring 
project success. While many 
firms continue to struggle with 
making data useful, those that are  
prioritizing data analytics, digital 
transformation and upskilling staff 
to better leverage the potential 
of data will gain a competitive 
advantage.

The consideration and adoption 
of construction and smart 
building technologies have been 
accelerated by the impacts of 
the pandemic. Using technology 
to achieve site-level operational 
efficiencies and that addresses 
market demand will lead to better 
performance and generate new 
opportunities for strategic growth 
and competitiveness. 

As the development industry continues to operate in a volatile, uncertain and complex global environment, leaders need to 
focus on key business imperatives that transform their operations and processes to build resilience and adapt to the new 
normal. 

Accelerated trends and intensified 
macro-economic factors requires 
a higher degree of analyses 
and due diligence to evaluate 
opportunities, deal with key 
business challenges and manage 
project risk. Firms that can 
quickly interpret the impact of 
evolving market forces anticipate 
what’s ahead, and adapt their 
plans accordingly, will be well 
positioned to successfully manage 
through this period of uncertainty.

Altus Group Limited is a leading provider of software, data solutions and independent advisory services to the 
global commercial real estate industry. Our businesses, Altus Analytics and Altus Expert Services, reflect decades of 
experience, a range of expertise, and technology-enabled capabilities. Our solutions empower clients to analyze, gain 
insight and recognize value on their real estate investments. Headquartered in Canada, we have approximately 2,200 
employees around the world, with operations in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. Our clients include some of 
the world’s largest real estate industry participants. Altus Group pays a quarterly dividend of $0.15 per share and our 
shares are traded on the TSX under the symbol AIF. 
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